Wild Church is: a gathering for those who see the natural
world as a bearer of the sacred and to restore this awareness as
a foundation of our religious practice and practical action to
protect the Earth.
Wild Church is for: Everyone. You are welcome whether
you are Christian-identified, questioning your faith, in recovery
from wounds inflicted by religious trauma, simultaneously
receiving nourishment from other faith traditions, or simply
on your journey.
In Gathering Together: We hope to gain a deeper
awareness and understanding of our connection to creation
and discover new ways to live out our call as Stewards.
Through prayer, we ask to be awakened to the Spirit’s message
for us so that we can be empowered and equipped to find
ways to bring that vision to life, both in our personal lives and
through our witness to the wider society.

A non-profit collaboration with funding support from
The Episcopal Diocese of Northern Michigan and
The Northern Great Lakes Synod of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of America

Welcome to the Nature Prayer Service for:

UP Wild Church
Connecting to Creation
Together in Community

Being together we will:

Wild Church Call to Action,
“Deepening Communion with Creation”
adapted from CSJ Wisdom Circle Act of Chapter

• Grounding Time
Welcome! Please feel comfortable here; participate in
your own way or sit silently, it’s entirely up to you.
Brief Introduction
Opening of Circle

• Readings
Wilderness Wisdom Reading
Scripture Reading

• Creation Connection
Pilgrimage into Nature
Sharing Insights/Reflections

• Prayers of the People

The sacredness of all life and creation
motivates our urgent concern for Earth and the
survival of its life systems. Destructive aspects
of globalization, the unequal distribution and
use of resources and other human behaviors
affect all life. We acknowledge our own
complicity and call ourselves to radical choices
in order to be just with, not abusive of, Earth’s
resources. Recognizing the urgency of working
to protect and restore a healthy eco-system in
these next vital years, we are challenged to
express unifying love by becoming stronger
leaders and joining with others in working for
systemic change that will enable all to live in
right relationship with Earth and the Creator.

• Wild Church Call to Action (read together)
• Closing
Poem
Announcements

Our Next Gathering:
Check Facebook page for current updates,
directions & weather cancellations:

www.UPwild.org
Facebook.com/UPwildchurch

